Juvenile Stroke in a Patient with Severe Large Vessel Atherosclerosis of the Neck Decades after Radiotherapy for Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma: Are Iatrogenic Endocrinopathies Additional Risk Factors?
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Abstract

Introduction: Juvenile Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a rare head and neck cancer in Western Countries. Since NPC is highly sensitive to radiation, and cervical lymph node metastasis are common in NPC patients (60-90%), neck radiotherapy (RT) is a routine procedure for treating or preventing the nodal metastasis in NPC patients. Ionizing radiation from RT has been associated with enhanced atherosclerotic process of large vessel arteries of the neck and brain which results in higher incidence of cerebrovascular events [1-3]. Although a latency of decades may separate RT from symptomatic events such as strokes, a number of additional risk factors associated either to acquired pathologies or to the personal genetic profile may further accelerate and extent the atherosclerotic cascade [4]. Interestingly, age of 44.5 years, RT post-duration of 13.5 years and the presence of ≥ 2 additional risk factors were found to be positively associated with an increased risk to found severe atherosclerosis at screening (more than 50% of screened patients) [4].

Clinical presentation: Herein we describe a 43-year-old man who presented with acute hemiparesis due to partial infarct in the anterior circulation of the brain due to severe steno-occlusive atherosclerosis of the neck arteries decades after RT for NPC. Additional risk factors were high levels of Low-Density Lipoprotein (LDL) and low Arterial Pressure (AP) possibly associated to post-RT secondary hypothyroidism and reduced corticotropin.

Conclusion: Iatrogenic or acquired endocrinopathies may represent additional triggers of the atherogenic process and should be kept into account when dealing with rare forms of juvenile strokes in patients who had undergone to RT for either brain or neck cancers decades before.
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Case Report

Introduction

Juvenile Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a rare head and neck cancer in Western Countries. Since NPC is highly sensitive to radiation, and cervical lymph node metastasis are common in NPC patients (60-90%), neck radiotherapy (RT) is a routine procedure for treating or preventing the nodal metastasis in NPC patients. Ionizing radiation from RT has been associated with enhanced atherosclerotic process of large vessel arteries of the neck and brain which result in higher incidence of cerebrovascular events [1-3].

Although a latency of decades may separate RT from symptomatic events such as strokes, a number of additional risk factors associated either to acquired pathologies or to the personal genetic profile may further accelerate and extent the atherosclerotic cascade [4].
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Clinical report

A 43-year-old man was admitted at the ED department as more than 24 hours earlier had complained blurred vision in the right eye and reduced strength in the limbs of his left hemisome (hemiparesis). NIH-Stroke scale (NIHSS) on admission was 4. He was immediately subjected to head CT which showed the presence of a focal hypodense area at the level of the right putamen, compatible with a subacute infarct lesion (Figure 1). The Angio-CT study documented lack of opacification of the right common carotid artery (CCA) approximately 10 mm from his origin and of ipsilateral external (ECA) and internal carotid artery (ICA) throughout their all course. A lack of opacification of the M1 and M2 sections of the right Medial Cerebral Artery (MCA) was also evident. The caliber and opacification of the remaining arterial vessels of the Willis’ polygon were regular. An atheromatous plaque, partly calcified, determined hemodynamically significant (stenosis > 70-80%) near the origin of the left Internal Carotid Artery (ICA) (Figure 2).

Due to the long time spent from the onset of acute symptomatology (more than 24 hours), the patient was declared ineligible to any recanalizing procedures (either pharmacologic or intravascular clot aspiration) and double anti-aggregating therapy was prescribed including 100 mg acetylsalicic acid and 75 mg clopidogrel in an attempt to start a secondary prevention. High dosage statin therapy was similarly added according to international stroke guidelines. Routine blood exams revealed high Low Density Colesterol (LDL) = 154 mg/
Discussion

RT of either the neck and the brain for nasopharyngeal carcinoma or brain tumor may induce delayed radiation-induced cerebral atherosclerosis in middle aged patients, early with respect to their expected survivor curves [4-7]. Predictors and accelerators of such process include classic cardiovascular risk factors as well as age of radiation, radiation dose and post-RT duration [4]. Hypothyroidism and pituitary disfunction are frequent consequences after radiation for anterior skull base malignancies with involvement of up the 71% irradiated patients [8,9]. These endocrinopathies play a relevant role in inducing or aggravating dysmetabolism associated to blood cholesterol homeostasis, glucose intolerance or diabetes, or regulation of AP, relevant risk factors for atherosclerosis and stroke. Indeed, our patient had increased levels of blood LDL, possibly due or aggravated by his post-RT hypothyroidism, which may have completed the pathogenic cascade leading to bilateral steno-occlusive pathology of large artery vessels of the neck.

Although the pathogenetic mechanism leading to stroke in our patient was acute occlusion of the right ICA and artery-to-artery embolism up to the M1 - M2 tract of the ipsilateral MCA, we believe that cerebral hypoperfusion due to low AP associated either to iatrogenic hypothyroidism or reduced corticotropin and adrenal insufficiency may be an additional risk factor in enlarging at least the local penumbra through interrupting the surrounding luxury circulation in such patients. Indeed, our patient ameliorated from NIHSS = 4 up to NIHSS = 1 upon PA stabilization and without having performed any reperusive treatment.

Hemodynamic mechanism may also play a role in triggering stroke in the border territories between different arteries belonging to the Willis’ polygon (stroke by misery perfusion).

Due to the high risk to develop an early and severe atherosclerosis in patient who underwent to RT for cancer of the neck or brain, we believe that deep and frequent screening for secondary endocrinopathies should be performed in all these patients as various dysmetabolisms may represent either an additional risk factor for steno-occlusive pathology of arteries and a triggering mechanism for the occurrence of stroke.
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